Molly – May 2006
Hi. My name is Molly (or some call me Molly-Dharma). I’m a big strong girl German Shepard mix (some say I have a little Wolf in me). I’ve been at Maxfund
about two years now – way too long. I came here as a 2 month old pup and was
adopted out a couple of times but brought back because the people didn’t take
the time to teach me the things I needed to know. I really would like to find a
home with some nice people (preferably one or two active adults) who would
have the time and patience to train me to be their perfect companion I know I
can be.
I have a few issues that you need to know about: 1) I sometimes get upset and
nervous and snap at people I don’t know yet; 2) I sometimes growl at people if I
don’t know them yet; 3) I sometimes will lunge at cats or other dogs I don’t
know yet; 4) I sometimes get so excited at seeing the people I care about that I
pee in my cage; 5) I can be protective of the people I care about; 6) I need to be
house broken (I’ve been at Maxfund so long I never had the chance to learn
about potty training); and 7) I can be a little unpredictable sometimes but I can
be trained to change my behavior if just given the chance.
Some good things you should know about me are: 1) I get very excited when I
see my favorite people; 2) I love to lay on my back and have my tummy rubbed;
3) I love to play; 4) I’m loyal and protective of the people I care about; 5) I’m in
the “Champs” program at Maxfund learning to be a better pet and companion; 6)
I know how to Sit on command and I’m learning other things that will help me be
the perfect companion; 7) I’m learning to accept other animals I run into on my
walks and to like new people that I meet; 8) I love to get treats when I’ve done
something good.
I’m a big beautiful girl who would love to find the perfect home with just the right
people and maybe a large yard to play in. My “Champs” buddy / trainer at
Maxfund (his name is Ken at 303.871.8290) would be glad to meet you and
introduce you to me. He would be happy to work with you as we get to know
each other.
How about stopping by to see me? I sure would like to meet you. Woof …
Here are some shots of me.

